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The Internet is considered a special type of wide area networks. ( )
Types of networks LAN and WAN. ( )
One of the most important benefits of the network is centralizing data. ( )
Touch screen is one of Input and output units. ( )
Microphone is one of the output units. ( )
ROM is a memory which keeps data temporarily. ( )
Three Kbytes is equal to 3 X 1024 X 1024 bytes. ( )
Byte is the unit of measuring the processor speed. ( )
Software that can't be used except by buying the original copy called Freeware.( )
The Processor consists of two main units: - ALU and - Control Unit ( )
Closed source programs are Available for free ( )
When you change from Bit into Byte divide into 8 ( )
Computer is an electronic set which has the ability to store data and process them to get
information. ( )
Computer system consists of hardware and software only. ( )
Data can be text, number, character, image, video and audio. ( )
Data is the result of processing information. ( )
Software is devices you can see and touch. ( )
Hardware consists of input units, output units and storage units only.( )
Operating system is one of the hardware. ( )
Operating system is the most important kinds of computer programs. ( )
Operating systems are responsible for managing Computer hardware and Applications. ( )
User can give commands to operating system through graphical user interface (GUI) or
Command Prompt. ( )
User can give commands to operating system by mouse in command prompt and by
keyboard in GUI. ( )
Mac OS is an open source operating system – easy to use and developable. ( )
Android is one of the open-operating systems. ( )
From characteristics of GUI the capability of using Arabic and other languages as
application interface. ( )
The self-test program is found in RAM. ( )
There is no similarity among the main components of the starting screen in different
opening systems. ( )
The computer can contain more than one operating system. ( )
File is a set of data which is stored in storage units in different kinds and extensions. ( )
File name consists of two sections, the origin name and the extension and the name isn't
separated from its extension. ( )
The type of the file can be identified through its icon or extension. ( )
At the first time to save files the command save is similar to save as command.
You can use the short keys in the keyboard (CTRL+C) to save the file. ( )
We can search for files by using file extensions. ( )
File is a place inside a storage device which contains a file or more and also other folders( )
To create a new a folder we can use keys CTRL + SHIFT + N. ( )
Cut is used to move the folder from its current place to a new place. ( )
Click "Delete" from Trash to delete the folder forever. ( )
Click "restore from Trash" to restore the folder. ( )
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